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Western America by J. E. Rothwell and others to enable larger quantities of ore to be dealt with, and to overcome the mechanical difficulties of leaching. These were due to the endeavour to leach mixtures of sand and slime, which are always separated from each other before being treated in the cyanide process.
The barrels were increased in size and varied from 12 feet long and 6 feet in diameter, with a capacity of 8 or 9 tons of ore, to 16 feet long and 5|- feet in diameter, with a capacity of 12 tons. Barrels holding 18 tons were also in use at Cripple Creek. The shell of the barrel was of -f-inch mild steel, and the ends of cast iron heavily ribbed. They were designed to withstand a pressure of 100 Ibs. per square inch. The lining was of 24-lb. lead—i.e., | inch in thickness. The barrel was rotated on trunnions or on friction rollers.
The filter was placed inside the barrel. It consisted of a diaphragm parallel to the axis of the barrel, and forming (in transverse section) the chord of an arc of the circle of the barrel. The filter was at first made of asbestos cloth, resting on a framework consisting of oaken planks, each 11 inches wide and as long as the barrel and 2 inches thick. The area of the filter in the 12.1-ton barrel was 4 by 16 feet, or 64 square feet. The planks were grooved, and the filter-cloth rested on the sharp ridges between the grooves, the surface being almost entirely available for filtration. Above the asbestos cloth was placed an open wooden grating, and the whole was held in place by cross-pieces, the ends of which rested under straps bolted to the inside of the shell. The cloth, lasted for from 15 to 18 charges, or from 21 to 3 days. In later practice the asbestos cloth was replaced by 4 Ibs. sheet-lead, with fine perforations, supported by sheet-lead -g-inch thick with |~mch perforations, and enclosed between wooden gratings. The thin sheet-lead lasted from 6 to GO charges. A sand filter has also been used inside the barrel.
There were two manholes in the shell above the diaphragm for charging and discharging the ore, and a third opening below the diaphragm for the discharge of the solution and washings.
The barrel is l charged by first filling the space under the filter with water, which at the same time is allowed to pass through the filtering medium, and wash it; then the quantity of water required to make the ore free flowing (usually from 40 to GO per cent, of the weight of the ore) is put in above the filter. The sulphuric acid is then cautiously poured into the water, through which it sinks in a mass to the bottom, without, mixing with it; the ore is then charged in, as follows :~--The hoppers are furnished with two shoots, one for each charging-hole. The ore is let fall through these shoots alternately, the hole through which ore is not being passed, serving as an air-vent. Meanwhile the bleaching powder has been weighed-out and placed in two small kegs. When the ore has all been introduced into the barrel, a workman, stationed at each charming-hole, hollows out a space in the surface of the dry ore with his hands, and, empty ing one of the kegs into the barrel, closes up the charging-hole as quickly as possible. If all these operations have been conducted rapidly without a hitch, there is no immediate evolution of chlorine, but, if some time is suffered to elapse after charging-in the ore, the acid liquid, thoroughly stirred-up and mixed by the fall of the ore into it, gradually rises through and wets the charge, and the bleaching powder,
1 Tins description applies to the practice in Dakota between the years 1890 and 1900.

